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Abstract 
We construct a map of (T (the span of the usual orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space /2) onto 
C (the span of the standard Hilbert cube in /2) which is universal for the class of maps of strongly 
countable-dimensional a-compact spaces into a-compact spaces. As an application, we construct 
absorbing sets in the classes of finite-dimensional spaces of given absolute Borelian or projective 
class. 
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0. Introduction and preliminaries 
The pre-Hilbert spaces n, the span of the usual orthonormal basis in the separable 
Hilbert space 12, and C, the span of the standard Hilbert cube in 12, represent, respectively, 
the minimal and the maximal dimensional type of the infinite-dimensional c-compact 
metric spaces. The aim of the paper is to present a “nice” map of c onto C, in the spirit 
of finite-dimensional dimension-raizing results (see, e.g., [8]). The constructed map is 
universal in the class of maps of strongly countable-dimensional a-compact spaces into 
o-compact spaces (recall that a space is strongly countable-dimensional if it can be 
represented as a countable union of its closed finite-dimensional subspaces). Moreover, 
this map is soft (see the definition below) in the class of strongly countable-dimensional 
spaces. We apply the property of softness to constructing G-absorbing sets in the space 
12 where G is the class of finite-dimensional spaces of given Borelian or projective class. 
In particular, this answers a question from [7]. 
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Further, all the spaces are separable metrizable and all the maps are continuous. 
The notion of n-soft map (see [12]) can be naturally extended to the class of strongly 
countable-dimensional spaces. 
Definition (see [ 121). A map f : X -+ Y is called n-soft, n = 0, 1,2, . . . (respectively 
w-soft) if for every commutative diagram 
where A is a closed subset of a space 2, dim2 < n (respectively strongly countable- 
dimensional space 2) there exists a map @: 2 -+ X such that @iA = 1c, and f@ = 4. 
Removing all the dimensional restrictions onto the space 2 from the above definition 
we obtain the notion of soft map. 
The notion of n-softness can also be formdated for commutative diagrams [6]. Recall 
that the characteristic map of the diagram 
(*) 
is the map 
IC: T + X xy 2 = {(x, z) E X x 2 1 f(z) = g(a)} 
defined by the formula 
rc(t) = (h(t), k(t)), t E T. 
The diagram (*) is called (n-)soft if its characteristic map is (n-)soft. 
Dranishnikov [9] has constructed an example of (n - l)-soft map of n-dimensional 
compactum onto the Hilbert cube Q. This example plays the crucial role in our construc- 
tions. 
Lemma. LA 
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be a commutative diagram of compact spaces, where i is an embedding and dim T < n. 
Then there exists a commutative diagram of compact spaces 
h 
where j is an embedding, dimT’ 6 n + 1 and the square (**) is an n-soft diagram. 
Proof. Let K = X’ xy 2 and let rrt : K + X’, 7r2 :K -+ 2 be the projections. There 
exists an (n + I)-dimensional compacturn T’ which can be n-softly mapped onto K [9]. 
Moreover, the (n + l)-soft map m: T’ + K can be taken with the additional property 
that for every map q : S -+ K with dim S < n there exists an embedding q’ : S + T’ 
such that mq’ = q. 
Now take an embedding j : T -+ T’ such that mj = (ih, Ic) and put h’ = ntrn, Ic’ = 
7r2rn. By the choice, the square (**) is n-soft and the whole diagram is commutative. 0 
1. Universal map of c onto C 
Theorem 1. There exists an w-soft map f : X -+ Q where X is a a-compact strongly 
countable-dimensional AR(m)-space. 
Proof. We consider Q as the inverse limit of the inverse system 7 = {Yi, qj+l} where 
Yi = Ii (here I denotes the segment [0, 11) and q:+l : Iif’ + Ii is the projection onto the 
first i factors. By induction, we construct an inverse system S = {Xi, pi+‘}, a collection 
of compact subspaces Zi,t c Zi,z c . .. C Zi,i = Xi for each i, and a morphism 
cy = (czi) : S A 7, so that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) dimZi,k 6 k + 1, if Ic < i; 
(2) diagram 
Di,k = 
is &soft; 
(3) diagram 
Di = 
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is soft. 
Let X, = 1 X 1, o, = pr, : 1 x 1 + 1 (by pr with indices we denote the projection 
onto corresponding factors). Assume that for each i < j the maps oi and the spaces 
Zi,k, k = 1,2,. . . , i, are defined. Let Zj,, 1 , be the fibered product Z,,, xy3 Yj+, and 
xl : z.$+*,l + zj,l, r2 : zi+l,l -+ Yj,l be the projections. There exists a two-dimensional 
compactum Z~+,,I and a l-soft map m: Zj+,,, + Zi+,,, (see [9]). We define the maps 
$’ and cUj+, by means of their restrictions onto the subspaces Zj+l,i. Let dfl ]zj+,,, = 
r,m, oj+, &+I,, = r2m. 
Using Lemma succeedingly we get the sequence of spaces Zj+,,, c Zj+1,2 c . . . c 
4+1,j* dimZj+,,k < k + 1, and maps 
rk = d+‘lzj+l,k : Zj+l,k -+ Zj,k, 
Pk = aj+l Izj+l,k : Zj+l,k + yj+l, 
such that rkl&_, = r&l, &(&-, = &, and the diagrams Dj,k are k-soft. 
If k = j, denote by I an embedding of given (j + I)-dimensional space Zj+,,j into 
the cube 12j+s. Let Xi+, = Xj x Yj+l x 12jf3 and we assume that the set Zj+,,j is 
embedded into Xj+, by the map E’ = (rj, /3j, I). Let 4” : Xj+, -+ Xj be the projection 
onto the first factor and oj+, : X,+1 + Yj+l be the projection onto the second factor. It 
is easy to see that the conditions (l)-(3) are satisfied. 
For each k E N let 
zk = ~~{~i,k,~~+‘~zi+l,k}, 
x= fizk, f = X:X+Q=l$-i’T. 
k=l 
Obviously, the space X is a strongly countable-dimensional a-compact space. 
Show that the map f is w-soft. Given a commutative diagram 
where A is a closed subset of a strongly countable-dimensional space B let $J = (&), 
C$ = (&) where T/J~ : A -+ Xi, q$ : B + Yi are the coordinate maps. Let B = Uy=, Bj 
where Bj are closed subsets of B, dim Bj < j, and B1 C B2 C ‘. . . 
Let Aj = A n Bj, then A = UTcl Aj. Note that without loss of generality we can 
assume that $(Aj) c Zj. We are going to construct a map @: B + X as @ = (@i) 
where @i : B -+ Xi are coordinate maps. 
We construct cD~ by induction. Let @, : B -+ X1 be a map such that a,@, = 4, and 
@, IAl = $1. Assume that for every i < j the maps @pi are already constructed and 
@i(Bk) C Zi,k, k < i. Using l-softness of the square diagram Dj,l we choose map 
@$y* :Bl + Zj+l,l such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
d”@$y, = @jjBl, 
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Using 2-softness of the square diagram Dj,z we choose a map @$, : B2 + Zj+,,2 such 
that 
d++Dyj, = Qj(Bz, 
$2, I& = @,!I) 
J+l’ 
Continuing the process succeedingly we obtain a map c#$, : Bj + Zi+,,j satisfying the 
conditions: 
d+‘@$ = QjpjlBj, 
~j+,@$~ = &+I IB,, 
@j$ I+;-, (A n Zj+l,j) = &+I I&..l (A n z~+,,~), 
Ip$, IBj-! = @j$? 
Finally, using softness of the diagram Dj we can choose a map Gj+, : B -+ x,+, such 
that 
*+‘@y$ = Qj, 
oI,+,@j-$ = &+I, 
&I, 1 Bj = &’ J+l’ 
d$, IA = $j+1. 
It easily fOllOWS from the construction that the map @ = (Qj) is well-defined and 
@s(A = $, f@ = q5. 
To finish the proof we need the following 
Proposition. Let Y C Q, Y E ANR(M) (respectively Y E AR(m)). Then f-‘(Y) E 
ANR(9X) (respectively f-‘(Y) E AR(M)). 
Proof. By similarity, we consider only the case Y E AR(m). There exists a strongly 
countable-dimensional space 2 E AR(m) that contains f-‘(Y) as a closed subset (for 
this, embed the strongly countable-dimensional space f-‘(Y) into g x (0) c g x g and 
takeZ=oxg\(( CY x (0)) \ f-r(Y))). Let h: Z -+ Y be an extension of the map 
flf-‘P7 : f-W + Y. By w-softness of f, there exists a map r : Z + X such that 
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fr = h and r]f-‘(Y) is th e inclusion f-‘(Y) ‘_) X. Since r(Z) c f-‘(Y), we obtain 
that the map T: 2 -+ f-‘(Y) IS a retraction and hence f-‘(Y) E AR(?J.Jl). 0 
Let M be a class of maps. A map f : X -+ Y is called M-universal if for every 
map g : A + B, g E M there exist closed embeddings i : A + X, j : B + Y such that 
fi = jg. 
Theorem 2. There exists a map I$ : u + C which is universal in the class N of maps 
of strongly countable-dimensional o-compact spaces into o-compact spaces. 
Proof. Let f : X + Q be the map of Theorem 1 and X’ = f-‘(C). Since X’ is a 
strongly countable-dimensional a-compact AR(m)-space, by a theorem of Toruficzyk 
[ 131, the space X’ x CT is homeomorphic to 0. Denoting by h : X’ x CJ + CJ a homeo- 
morphism we define the map 4 as the composition 
Prl u--%-Xl x a-X’- AX c, 
To show that 4 is a required map take a map g : A + B, g E N. There exists a 
closed embedding j : B -+ Z [2] and it follows from w-softness of f that there exists 
a map i’ : A + X’ such that fi’ = jg. Let i” : A + u be a closed embedding, then 
i = h-‘($$I) . IS a closed embedding for which fi = jg. 0 
Let U be an open cover of Y. Maps f, g : X --+ Y are said to be U-close if for every 
z E X the set {f(z), g(z)} is contained in an element of U. A homotopy H : X x [0, l] -+ 
Y is said to be U-homotopy if for every z E X the set H({z} x [0, 11) is contained in 
an element of U. A map f : X -+ Y is called a fine homotopy equivalence if for every 
open cover U of Y there exists a map g : Y + X such that fg is U-homotopic to ly 
and gf is f-l(U)-h omotopic to lx (here, f-‘(U) = {f-‘(LJ) 1 U E U}). 
The following theorem shows that every a-compact ANR(M)-space (not necessarily 
countable-dimensional) has a resolution which is a g-manifold. 
Theorem 3. Let B c .?Z be a o-compact ANR(!JJl)-space (in particular C-manifold). 
Then A = 4-l (B) is a a-manifold and the restriction 4IA : A + B is a fine homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. By the construction of 4 and Proposition, A is a a-compact ANR(m)-space and 
A = A’ x o for some A’. It follows from the results of the theory of a-manifolds that A 
is a a-manifold. 
Let U be an open cover of B. There exists a countable locally-finite simplicial complex 
K, maps (Y : 1 K( + B, p : B + ]K(1 and U-homotopy H : B x [0, 11 -+ B such that 
H(b, 0) = b, H(b, 1) = a/?(b), b E B [ 1 I]. Let CY’ :K + o be a map such that &z’ = a 
(existence of such a’ can be easily deduced from w-softness of 4). Let g = a//3, then 
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the map (4jA)g is U-homotopic to the identity map lg. Consider the map g(4lA) and 
show that it is 4-l (ZJ-homotopic to 1~. Consider the commutative diagram 
A x {O,l) mu 
1 
4 
A x 10, 11 
-1 N(9X i[O,l]) 
c 
where m is defined by the formula m(a,O) = a, m(a, 1) = g(4(a)), a E A. It follows 
from w-softness of c5 that there exists a map G : Ax [0, l] + v such that GI(A x (0, 1)) = 
m and 4G = H($ x llc,il). Obviously, G(A x [0, 11) c A and G is a 4-l (U)-homotopy 
of 1,~ and g(4lA). •I 
2. Absorbing sets for finite-dimensional spaces 
A closed subset A of X E ANR(!JX) is called a (strong) Z-set in X if for every 
open cover U of X there exists a map f : X + X such that f(X) n A = 8 (respectively 
f(X) n A = 0) and f and lx are IA-close. An embedding f : Y -+ X is called a Z- 
embedding if f(Y) . IS a Z-set in X. A set A c X is called locally homotopy negligible 
in X if for every open set U c X the inclusion U \ A c) U is a weak homotopy 
equivalence [ 131. 
Let 6 be a class of spaces which is: 
(i) additive (i.e., X U Y E G whenever X E G and Y E G are closed subsets in 
XUY); 
(ii) closed-hereditary (i.e., Y E G whenever Y is a closed subset of X E G); 
(iii) topological (i.e., for every homeomorphism h : X -+ Y and X E G if follows 
that Y E G). 
A space X is called strongly &universal if for every map f : C + X where C E G, 
every closed subset D c C such that fl D : D -+ X is a Z-embedding and for each open 
cover U of X there exists a Z-embedding h : C + X such that hl D = f 1 D and the 
maps f and h are U-close [2]. 
A subset X E ANR(M) of an s-manifold M (s = (0,l)“’ is the pseudointerior of 
the Hilbert cube Q = [0, llw) IS called a G-absorbing set (in M) if M \ X is locally 
homotopy negligible in M, X = lJz=, X, where X, are Z-sets in X, X, E S and X 
is strongly G-universal. See [2] for the basic properties of strongly G-universal spaces. 
For a class C of spaces let C(w) = {C E C ( C is finite-dimensional}. As usual, 
we denote by U, (respectively nZ,> the class of absolute Borelian sets of additive 
(respectively multiplicative class a) and denote by P, the nth absolute projective class 
(see, e.g., [l]). There exist U,- (respectively EJ&-, P,-) absorbing sets A,, 1 < LY < WI 
(respectively a,,, 1 6 IY < WI, 17,, 72 > 1) (see [2,5]). 
Theorem 4. There exist U,(w)- (respectively !JJl,(w)-, ‘Pn(w)-) absorbing sets in a copy 
of s. 
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Proof. By similarity, we consider only the case of U,(w)-absorbing sets. Embed A, 
in Q and let n,(w) = f-l(&) (f : X + Q is the map from Theorem 1). Obviously, 
A,(w) is a countable union of its closed subspaces that are elements of U,(w). 
Note that A,(U) contains a closed copy of each space Y E U,(w). (Indeed, let i : Y + 
& be a closed embedding, then, by w-softness of f, there exists a map i’ : Y + -4,(w) 
such that fi’ = i and it is easy to check that i’ is a embedding.) 
By the result of Toruriczyk [14], _4,( w ) can be embedded into a noncompact complete 
AR(m)-space K such that K \ &(w) is locally homotopy negligible. It is remarked in 
[2] that the weak product 
W(&(W)) = {(G)Z=1 I xi = * f or every but finite number of i} c (A,(w))” 
(here, * is an arbitrary point of A,(w)) is a locally homotopy negligible subset of K“’ 
and K” is homeomorphic to s by [ 141. 0 
Theorem 4 answers positively Question 3.4 (or p. 552) of [7]. 
The following characterization theorems for the spaces A,(w) and the similarly defined 
spaces G(W), Pn( w are consequences of general properties of G-absorbing sets [2]. ) 
Theorem 5. A space X E AR(M) ’ h 1s omeomorphic to A,(w) (or 62,(w), 1 < (Y < WI, 
G(w), n 3 l)> if 
(i) X = U,“=, Xi, where Xi E U,(w) (respectively Xi E 9Jl, (w), X E Pn) and Xi 
are strong Z-sets in X; 
(ii) X is strongly U,(w)- universal (respectively strongly ?3J?,(w)-universal, strongly 
Pm(w)-universal). 
The following theorem suggested by R. Cauty is a direct consequence of the above 
result and [4, Theorem 71. 
Theorem 6. There exist pre-Hilbert spaces homeomorphic to the spaces A,(w), f?,(w), 
and IIn( 
3. Remarks and open questions 
An open map of g onto C is constructed in [lo] (note that the class of open maps 
is wider than that of O-soft maps). The spaces 0 and C are metric counterparts of Ic,- 
spaces Iw” = 1imlP and Q” = lim Qn, respectively. A universal map of Iw” onto Q” 
is constructed ;;;;‘d characterized i;lS]. In [16] this map is realized as an affine map of 
convex subsets of locally convex spaces. 
Question 1. Characterize the map 4 : CJ + C of Theorem 2 topologically. 
Question 2. Can the map 4 : CJ + C be realized as linear map of normed spaces? 
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Note that an example of an open linear map which does not preserve countable- 
dimensionality is constructed in [3]. 
Question 3. Find apparent constructions of spaces homeomorphic to &(w), n,(w), and 
17,(w). 
The referee kindly informed me of the following: A. Chigogidze, K. Kawamura and 
E.D. Tymchatyn have shown in their paper “NGbeling spaces and pseudointeriors of 
Menger compacta” that there exists an AR(m)-space which can be represented as an 
increasing union of increasing-dimensional Polish spaces, and which is an absorbing set 
with respect to the class of all finite-dimensional Polish spaces. This can be considered 
as a partial answer to Question 3. 
The following question suggested by R. Cauty concerns the w-soft map f : X -+ Q of 
Theorem 1. 
Question 4. What are the possible topological types of spaces f-’ (Aa), f-l(&), and 
f-‘(17,)? Can these spaces be represented as countable unions of strong Z-sets? 
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